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Welcome to   the Zero to  Hero Experience!
Get ready to move your body, mind, and soul into a powerful place as you gain

mental, emotional, and spiritual strength through this 6 week Moga™ immersion. 

Zero to  Hero 

 This is a game changer for your personal health, energy level, connection to God, and

to people. Your body will strengthen, your mind with be more sharp, and you will feel

more alive than ever. 

 

You are here to awaken your brain, your body, and your soul.

A ripple effect of getting in tune with your body is getting in tune with God and with

others!

We are going to have a good time!

Weeks 1-4 Learn the basic poses and proper alignment along with the mental,

emotional, spiritual, and physical benefit to each pose.

Week 5-6- Flow creation and arm balance instruction.

The correct flexing, and alignment will help the beginner to experienced yogi. You will

absolutely be able to do arm balances by the end of this course, if you do the work.
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Week  1
The Core of You

At Your Very Center Lies Your Greatest Strength...

Week 1 is all about creating a strong foundation for you to draw upon.

Zero to  Hero 

If you were holding a cup of cocoa in your hand, and someone bumped into you -cocoa would spill

out of the cup. Why? Because cocoa is inside the cup. 

Likewise, when life bumps into you, what comes out of you is currently true at the core of your

being. If you find anger, fear, and negativity coming out, it is because that is the response to life you

are currently accustom too. With practice you can change your response to life so that when life

bumps into you, how you respond changes.  If love becomes who you are at the core of your being,

love will come out under any circumstance placed in your path. 

Is it really that easy? Yes. If you regularly do the small and simple things that create  a long term

change in your mind, soul, and behavior. 

Part of your life journey is to unlearn behaviors and beliefs both learned and generationally passed

onto you. From there, you can pattern your mind and behavior in a more healthy and fulfilling way. 

Ralf Waldo Emerson said:  "That which we persist in doing, becomes easier to do. Not that the

nature of the thing has changed, but that our power to do has increased." 

With honest effort, practice and repetition we can literally change our channels of thinking in our

mind, to create a better life experience. When your inner vessel is cleansed our outer world and life

experience begins to change as well. 

This week we will begin the journey of grounding ourselves to truth and planting good and healthy

thoughts in our minds to create new bridges of thinking. Over time we will weed out what no longer

serves you. Zero to Hero is an adventure! Get used to stepping away from how you always have

thought and have been into what you can think and can be! 
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Week  1
The Core of You

Mindset - What Is Moga?

Movements - Mountain Pose, Forward Fold, 

Plank, Side Plank, Locust Pose, Child's Pose.

Meditation - Rooted and Grounded to the Core of You

Learn the importance of Grounding. 

Resource: mogamovement.com/zth-week-1  "The Earthing Movie"

Day1 

Mindset - Circle Of Excellence 

Movements - Downward Dog, Knee To Elbow, 

Rocking Plank, Cobra, Bond-a-lock, Sliding Pikes

Meditation - Master My Emotions

Intro to Circle Of Excellence Worksheet

Day2 

Mindset - What Is A Mantra?

Movements - Classic Sunsalutation - Mountain Pose, Forward Fold,

Runners Lunge R, Runners Lung L, Plank, Knees, Cobra, Downward

Dog, Runners Lung L, Forward Fold, Mountain Pose.

Meditation - Deepen your Roots, Find your Passion 

Day3 

At Your Very Center Lies Your Greatest Strength...

Week 1 is all about creating a strong foundation for you to draw upon.

Zero to  Hero 
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Circle of Excellence Worksheet 

Your
Circle 

Instructions:

Using a picture editor (I used pics art) select a photo of yourself, and place a shield around you.

(I found a bubble on google and downloaded the image and overlapped it on my own photo).

You can use any format you'd like. Write words inside your shield of what you are in the core of

you. This can also be what you'd like to become. When our minds can see an image, our

behavior can follow. AS you finish your picture, print it off and place it somewhere you can see

regularly. In the car, as your backdrop on your phone, or on your bathroom  mirror. That way

when negative thoughts creep in about your identity,  you can recognize what does and doesn't

belong in the core of you. You can pluck it out, and keep your inner vessel exactly where you

want it to be. 


